Our taxi company offers you the best prices for organized excursions in
Crete. By taxi you can discover nice places in Crete in comfort and with guide
the taxi driver. You can choose one or more from our offer:

Full day excursions:
FRAGOKASTELO-KALLIKRATIS-ARGYROUPOLI-KOURNAS-RETHYMNO
Fragokastelo is a venetian castle built at the end of the 14-th century, situated in the central east
part of the island

220 euro, per
taxi

SAMARIA TOUR
The Samaria Gorge is in west Crete, in the White Mountains. It is the longest gorge in Europe,
with a length of 18 kilometres.

180 euro, per
taxi

AGIA GALINI-AGIA DEKA-FESTOS-MATALA
Historical site and the touristic villages around with great picturesque and beautiful beaches
.
220 euro, per
taxi

ELAFONISSI
A small sandy island at the south-west edge of Crete. It is separated from the land by a shallow
reef, which can be crossed on foot. The place has one of the most spectacular landscapes in
the entire Greece.
320 euro, per
taxi

IMBROS GORGE TOUR
Imbros Gorge is a 11 km long canyon located near Hora Sfakion in southern Crete, the
Mediterranean island. It runs parallel to Samaria Gorge, its narrowest part has 1.60 m and it
ends at the village of Kommitades (8 km/ 650 m for hiking).
140 euro, per
taxi

Half day excursions:

PREVELI MONASTERY-KOURTALIOTI GORGE
One of the most famous monasteries in Crete built near the Kourtalioti river, opened to the public
and featuring a library and a small Museum. The gorge of the Kourtalioti river nearby, will impress
you with its craggy slopes full of cavernous formations.

60 euro, per
taxi

RETHYMNO TOUR WITH STOP AT LAIKI
The city of Rethymno is located in the middle part of north Crete. The tour will be completed with
a stop at the Laiki, which take place every Thursday and is a cheap market. At return, we will stop
also at Koutsifou Gorge.
80 euro per
taxi

KOURTALIOTI-FRATI-SPILI
The beautiful gorge near Plakias and two villages on the way inside the island. Spili is famous
for its numerous springs.
75 euro, per
taxi

Excursion at your choice:
Besides all this we can offer you a special program, the excursion you dream
to make and organize. Pick up from the map a place you want to visit in Crete
and we take you there.

Also to: 1) PLATEAU of LASSITHI - AG. NIKOLAOS - KRITSA. 360 euro per
taxi.
2) ANCIENT APTERA – AKROTIRI – CHANIA CITY. 220 euro per
texi.
3) KNOSSOS – ARCHAEOLOGICAL MUSEUM. 200 euro per taxi

THANK YOU
ZACHARIAS (Taxi4You)

